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Abstract - This paper describes the design of the pedometer

developed as part of a larger solution, aimed to encouraging a
healthier lifestyle through regular physical activity. That
measures the number of steps and the distance walked by the
person, Heartbeat rate and the current present temperature.
So we Develop the product IoT Based Pedometer using
Raspberry-Pi. This fitness tracker Pedometer is a device that
measure all the movements and motions with the help of
connected sensors in it. It will connect all the data and convert
them into the related metrics, such as general physical activity.
Steps count, Heartbeat rate, Calories burned, present
temperature, etc. Pedometer- Fitness tracker has rapidly
increases the popularity these days. This wearable device helps
you to give a fitter and healthier life, as they easily track your
fitness level all physical activities. Whether you are getting
physically more active or training for sports, tracking your
fitness is going to be easier than ever with a Pedometer. The
Pedometer lies in the fact that it is a great motivational tool
for promoting physical activity and fitness awareness.
Key Words: Pedometer, Activity tracker, Step counter,
IOT ( Internet of Things),Raspberry Pi, Heartbeat Sensor,
Temperature sensor, Android App.

This Health is one of the most important thing of the humans
life for that we are focusing on our good health which is
better. A pedometer is a small device that counts the number
of steps you take. It is also called a step counter. Some
pedometers also tell you how far you've walked in miles or
how many calories you've burned. The most important
benefit of wearing a pedometer lies in the fact that it is a
great motivational tool for promoting physical activity and
fitness awareness. Regular exercise and physical activity
increase muscle strength, bone density, flexibility, and
stability. Physical fitness can reduce your risk for and
resilience to accidental injuries, especially as you get older.
For example, stronger muscles and better balance mean that
you’re less likely to slip and fall, and stronger bones. Walking
is the easiest and simplest exercise you can do to get out of
your inactivity rut.
we are measuring the number of steps the person takes. This
has to be appropriately multiplied by the stride length of the
person to calculate the actual distance traveled by the
person using IOT Device. IOT Device gets a number of steps
walking by a person from Smartphone using android
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The development of pedometer system requires
technological implementation for various tasks such as
building networks of sensors, establishing communication
among objects, data collection and storage, monitoring and
controlling. Lots of work is going on to develop technological
solution to each of the tasks listed above and also several
frameworks are build for Pedometer applications. In this
paper the survey of existing frameworks for developing the
IOT based Pedometer applications, Techniques to build
pedometer application using IOT frameworks, the new
generic framework for the development of Iot based
Pedometer system presented. These factors are very helpful
to develop the Pedometer more convenient for the every
people used. The rest of the paper is arrange in the following
sections. 1.Proposed work & Technical Discription.
2.Overview of concept. 3.Design and Implementation of.
4.Concludes the work.

2. PROPOSED WORK

1. INTRODUCTION
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application and also checks the Heart Beat rate of a person
and also shows the temperature and the humidity by using
Raspberry Pi and interact the data from Raspberry Pi to
Smartphone.

The architecture of the IOT based Pedometer shows in fig. 1.
The connection between the all sensors and raspberry pi is
explain using the architecture. The IOT based pedometer
architecture consist Raspberry Pi, Cloud, Two Step sensor,
Heart beat sensor, Temperature sensor, Power bank, LCD
Display and Android Application. The main purpose of I0T
based Pedometer is to develop an android application which
is acts as an pedometer i.e. to counts the steps, measures the
calories burn, measures the temperature and the presence of
humidity. These health monitoring parameters are based on
the idea of IOT and the Raspberry Pi Implementation.
The step sensor can measures the counting of steps and the
calories burn. The Heart beat sensor senses the Person
Heartbeat rate. The temperature sensor shows the
temperature and the humidity. These all the data is stored in
the Raspberry Pi. Raspberry Pi uploaded the data to the
Android application. And the android application displays
the result. And also shows on the LCD Display. The following
Fig.1 shows the Architechutre of IoT Based Pedometer.
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term stability. This sensor includes a resistive-type humidity
measurement component and an NTC temperature
measurement component, and connects to a high
performance 8-bit microcontroller, offering excellent quality,
fast response, anti-interference ability and costeffectiveness.

Fig -3:DHT11
Fig.1 Architecture of IoT Based Pedometer

3.2 Heartbeat Sensor

3. TECHNICAL DISCRIPTION
3.1 Raspberry-Pi kit
Raspberry Pi is a processor which is used in many IoT
applications. The Raspberry pi is a single computer board
with credit card sizes that can be used for many tasks that
your computer does. The raspberry pi board is a portable
and low cost. Maximum of the raspberry pi computers is
used in mobile phones. When internet is connected to
raspberry pi it act as server. Than server is automatically
send data to the cloud. So the parameters like no of steps,
heart rate, temperature, humidity etc. are monitored.

Heartbeat Sensor is an electronic device that is used to
measure the heart rate i.e. speed of the heartbeat. Measures
body temperature, heartbeat rate and blood pressure are the
most important things which are essestial to keep us healthy.
It comes in different shapes and sizes and allows to measure
the heartbeat. Monitoring heart rate is very important for
athletes, patients as it determines the condition of the heart
(just heart rate). There are many ways to measure heart rate
and the most precise one is using an Electrocardiography
But the more easy way to monitor the heart rate is to use a
Heartbeat Sensor.

4. Flowchart

Fig-4: Heartbeat sensor

The following diagram shows the flowchart of the Iot based
Pedometer.

Fig-2: Raspberry-Pi Kit

3.2 DHT11
DHT11 Temperature & Humidity Sensor features a
temperature & humidity sensor complex with a calibrated
digital signal output. By using the exclusive digital-signalacquisition technique and temperature & humidity sensing
technology, it ensures high reliability and excellent long© 2020, IRJET
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technology is also easily used in home by common people.
Physicians and Trainers can make use of the data collected
for a long period of time for different application for further
data analysis.
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Fig-4: Flowchart of IoT Based Pedometer
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